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ABSTRACT: The selective swelling of amphiphilic block copolymers has
been demonstrated to be extremely facile and efficient in producing
nanoporous membranes. However, all previous works are limited to
diblock copolymers composed of two glassy blocks, suffering from inherent
mechanical weakness. Here we elucidate the selective swelling-induced
pore generation of triblock terpolymers with a rubbery polyisoprene (PIP)
block, polyisoprene-block-polystyrene-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine) (PIP-b-
PS-b-P2VP). A short exposure to ethanol turns the initially dense films to
nanoporous membranes with well-defined interconnected porosity. We
fabricate composite membranes with the nanoporous terpolymer thin films
as the selective layers deposited on macroporous substrates. Using PS-b-
P2VP diblock copolymer without a rubbery third block for comparison, we
identify the role of the rubbery PIP blocks in determining the mechanical
properties as well as the swelling behaviors of the terpolymer. The rubbery PIP blocks enhance the mechanical robustness of the
nanoporous membranes as revealed by nanoindentation tests on one hand and evidently accelerate the swelling process because
of their softening effect to the PS matrix on the other hand, thus leading to 2−3-fold improved permeability. Moreover, the
membranes exhibit a fast stimuli-responsive function as well as enhanced hydrophilicity because of the preferential aggregation of
P2VP chains on the pore walls.

■ INTRODUCTION

Membrane technology, distinguished from other separation
processes for its eco-friendly and energy-saving features in the
realization of high-efficient separation, is playing an increasingly
important role in clean water supply and environmental
protection and remedy.1−3 Membrane performances are
dictated by the intrinsic chemistry of the membrane-forming
materials on one hand and the porous properties including pore
sizes and geometries, size distributions, and porosity on the
other hand.4−6 There is a constant interest in new materials and
technologies to produce advanced membranes with superior
performances at affordable costs to meet the ever-increasing
demands for clean water, air, and industrial processes.
Recently, block copolymers (BCPs) emerged as a promising

material in the production of membranes with well-defined,
controlled surface chemistry and porosity.7,8 BCPs are hybrid
macromolecules composed of at least two covalently linked
homopolymer chains, and a variety of periodic, ordered
nanostructures can be produced upon the microphase
separation.9,10 Previously, BCPs were predominantly used as
additives in the preparation of membranes through the
nonsolvent-induced phase separation (NIPS)11,12 or the
thermal-induced phase separation (TIPS)13 process where the
polar blocks in BCPs were preferentially segregated on the
surfaces, thus improving the surface hydrophilicity and fouling
resistance of the membranes. A few years ago, Peinemann,

Abetz, and co-workers applied the NIPS process directly to
concentrated BCP solutions, producing membranes with a
superstructure of isoporous selective layer integrated on top of
disordered spongy sublayers by carefully controlling the solvent
pairs as well as the solvent evaporation.14−18 Alternatively, a
more straightforward strategy to prepare porous BCP
membranes was also extensively used. In this method, BCP
thin films which were initially dense and nonporous were
subjected to specific chemical reactions to selectively etch away
the labile blocks consisting of the minority domains, leaving
behind porosity along the positions previously occupied by the
labile blocks.19,20 Typically, the BCP thin films were first
aligned along one direction, mostly along the vertical direction,
and then the aligned microdomains were removed to create
uniform straight isopores.18,21 Furthermore, we recently
reported an interesting method to prepare nanoporous BCP
membranes based on the mechanism of selective swelling-
induced pore generation.22,23 This method is featured as
extremely facile and efficient as nanoporous membranes can be
produced simply by immersing amphiphilic BCP films in a
polar solvent, e.g. ethanol, for hours, followed by air-drying
after withdrawing the films from the solvent. With a
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prealignment to the BCP films before swelling treatment, we
were able to produce homoporous membranes (HOMEs) with
cylindrical pores or slit-shaped pores.24−26

Unfortunately, all the reported nanoporous BCP membranes
were derived from BCPs with polystyrene (PS) or its
derivatives27 as the majority component, possibly because of
the ease in the synthesis and precise control in molecular
compositions of PS-based BCPs. PS known as an amorphous
and glassy polymer with a glass-transition temperature of
around 100 °C is not suitable for membrane applications for its
weak mechanical robustness and durability. Therefore, there is
an urgent need for robust BCP membranes. A very interesting
solution was recently proposed to address this issue:
researchers incorporated a rubbery third block to the PS-
based copolymers and obtained isoporous membranes with
improved mechanical properties through the NIPS method.28,29

However, the NIPS process consumes a considerably large
amount of polymer raw materials as it starts from concentrated
polymer solutions, typically around 20 wt %, and produces bulk
membranes with thickness in the several 100 μm scale.30

Considering the complex and tedious synthesis and purification
of ABC-typed triblock terpolymers, NIPS is not an affordable
method to prepare robust nanoporous membranes from the
terpolymers at large scale. Alternatively, as the selective swelling
strategy is well applicable to thin films deposited on
macroporous substrates and requires relatively smaller dosages
of copolymers,31−33 triblock terpolymer might be an affordable
and promising candidate for robust membranes through the
mechanism of selective swelling-induced pore generation. In
addition, the presence of additional rubbery blocks may
influence the swelling behaviors of the copolymers, thus
offering new opportunity in the control and tunability of the
morphologies and separation performances of the resulting
membranes.
In this work, we investigate, for the first time, the selective

swelling-induced pore generation of the triblock terpolymer of
polyisoprene-block-polystyrene-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine)
(PIP-b-PS-b-P2VP, abbreviated as ISV below) with a rubbery
PIP block. We carry out a systematic study on the evolution of
morphology and surface chemistry of the terpolymer films in
the exposure of ethanol, which is a selective solvent to P2VP
blocks, and fabricate composite membranes with the swelling-
induced nanoporous ISV films as the selective layer deposited
on macroporous substrates. We examine the tunability of
permeabilities and rejections of the membranes with the
swelling durations as well as the dosages of applied terpolymer.
Compared to PS-b-P2VP diblock copolymers without a third
rubbery block, the nanoporous membranes from the terpol-
ymer exhibit evidently enhanced mechanical robustness and
permeability which is also pH-responsive because of the
softening effect of the PIP phases to the PS matrix.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Membrane Preparation. Polyisoprene-block-polystyrene-block-

poly(2-vinylpyridine) [ISV, Mn(PIP) = 13 000 g mol−1; Mn(PS) =
70 000 g mol−1; Mn(P2VP) = 16 000 g mol−1; Mw/Mn = 1.14;
purchased from Polymer Source Inc., Canada] was dissolved in
chloroform at a concentration of 2 wt %. The ISV membranes were
prepared by spin-coating (at a revolving speed of 2000 rpm for 30 s) a
certain amount of the ISV solution on clean silicon wafers. For the
composite membrane preparation, macroporous poly(vinylidene
fluoride) (PVDF) membranes (nominal pore diameter ∼220 nm,
Millipore) were served as the supporting substrates. The ISV solutions
were directly coated on the water-filled PVDF membranes. To

evaporate the solvent and water and also to enhance the adhesion of
the two layers, the coated PVDF membranes were maintained at 150
°C for 20 min and subsequently cooled down to room temperature.
The BCP-coated composite films were then immersed in ethanol at 60
°C for different durations, followed by air-drying at room temperature,
to create pores in the ISV layers. Polystyrene-block-poly(2-vinyl-
pyridine) [SV, Mn(PS) = 68 500 g mol−1; Mn(P2VP) = 26 000 g
mol−1; Mw/Mn = 1.10; purchased from Polymer Source Inc.] was used
as a control, and the membrane preparation procedure was exactly the
same as that of ISV.

Characterizations. A field emission scanning electron microscope
(S4800, Hitachi) was used to observe the microscopic morphologies of
different samples. TEM was conducted with a JEM-2100 high-
resolution transmission electron microscope operated at 200 kV. An
ultrathin (<200 nm) ISV layer was first spin-coated on silicon wafer
with an ∼1 μm thick SiO2 layer. Then the silicon wafer was immersed
in a dilute HF solution to remove the sacrificial SiO2 layer and
transferred into water for complete exfoliation of the ISV layer, which
was subsequently scooped up with TEM copper grids. The samples
were then subjected to swelling-induced pore generation and stained
with I2 (to stain P2VP phase) or OsO4 (to stain both PIP and P2VP
phases) before TEM characterizations. X-ray photon electron
spectroscopy (ESCALAB 250 XPS system, Thermo Scientific)
characterizations were carried out with a monochromatic Al Kα X-
ray source and an electron takeoff angle of 0° to analyze the surface
elemental compositions. Static water contact angles (WCAs) of the
ISV films before and after ethanol swelling were measured with a
contact angle goniometer (DropMeter A100, Maist). Spectroscopic
ellipsometry (M-2000, J.A. Woollam Co. Inc.) was used to estimate
the thickness and refractive index of the BCP layer at an incidence
angle of 65° in the wavelength range from 400 to 999.8 nm. The
elastic recovery capacities of ISV membranes and SV membranes were
analyzed by means of nanoscratch tests on a nanoindenter (Nanotest
vantage, Micromaterials). The indenter penetration depth tests were
operated at a load rising from 0.5 to 50 mN, and the residual scratch
depth was captured at 0.5 mN.

Filtration Tests. All filtration tests were performed on a stirred cell
module (Amicon 8010, Millipore Co.) at room temperature.
Prepressing of the composite membranes at 0.05 MPa for 10 min
before testing at 0.02 MPa was necessary for the flux and separation
measurements. Deionized water was used to measure the pure water
fluxes and poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG, PDI < 1.2, purchased from
Polymer Source Inc.) molecules served as the media to estimate the
separation performances of the membranes. PEG with a molecular
weight of 150 and 102 kDa was dissolved in water at a concentration
of 0.5 g/L. The concentrations of PEG solutions were analyzed by gel
permeation chromatography (GPC, Waters 1515). Molecular weight
cutoff (MWCO) of the membranes (defined as the rejection of 90%)
was determined using mixed solutions of four dextrans with molecular
weights of 10, 40, 70, and 500 kDa (the concentration was 2.5, 1.0, 1.0,
and 2.0 g/L, respectively). The concentrations of the dextran solutions
were also measured by GPC. All the rejection experiments were
carried out with stirring at 900 rpm. The pressure−resistance tests
were carried out by measuring the pure water fluxes of the membrane
under varied pressure drops.

The water fluxes of the ISV composite membrane after swelling for
5 h versus pH were tested to illustrate its pH-responsive characteristic.
HCl or NaOH was added to adjust the pH values. A thorough
prewashing of the membrane and the filtration cell was conducted
before switching to another pH.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Both the selective swelling behavior of the ISV triblock
terpolymer and the separation performances of the swelling-
induced porous ISV membranes were studied in this work. To
understand the role of the rubbery PIP block in the swelling
process and in the membrane performances, we also
investigated that of an SV diblock copolymer with similar
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total molecule weight and volume fraction of the PS block to
the ISV terpolymer for comparison.
The ISV triblock terpolymer used in this work has a total

molecular weight of 99 kg/mol with a relatively long PS block
in the middle and a short PIP and P2VP block on each end.
The ending PIP and P2VP block occupy nearly identical
volume fractions, 15.1%, which can be estimated from their
individual molecular weights and the bulk density of the
corresponding homopolymers (Supporting Information). The
control SV diblock copolymer has a total molecular weight of
94.5 kg/mol with PS as the majority block having a volume
fraction of 73.6%.
We spin-coated ISV terpolymer solutions on silicon

substrates and examined their morphology before and after
swelling treatment under SEM. The as-coated ISV film exhibits
a dense and nonporous surface (Figure 1a). After immersing in

ethanol at 60 °C for 10 min and subsequent drying in air at
room temperature, irregular pores appear in the film surface
(Figure 1b). Theses pores are mostly in the circular or
elongated shapes, and we can roughly analyze their pore sizes
distribution centering around 14 nm by accounting the pore
width of elongated pores as their pore diameters. With
extending swelling durations the pores become larger, and a
swelling duration of 1 and 5 h leads to an average pore diameter
of ∼25 and ∼32 nm, respectively (Figures 1c and 1d).
Moreover, from the film swelling treated for longer durations
we can clearly observe that the porous films are composed of
three-dimensionally interconnected cylinders, and such pores
are defined by the gaps between adjacent cylinders. These
cylinders are uniform in diameter which maintains to be
approximately 45 nm, and their diameter does not change with
the swelling durations. Further prolonging the swelling duration
to 15 h does not continue enlarge the pores, and the
morphology remains predominantly unchanged (Figure S1),
implying that the ISV film takes approximately 5 h to reach the
saturated degree of swelling in ethanol at 60 °C, and prolonged
treatment in ethanol at this temperature beyond 5 h does not
lead to stronger swelling any longer. Interestingly, the same
duration of ethanol swelling at 60 °C for SV diblock copolymer
films produces less and smaller pores, and the saturated degree

of swelling is not reached even after a prolonged swelling
duration of 15 h (Figure S2), suggesting a much slower pore
formation process of the SV films compared to the ISV film
under identical swelling conditions. The faster pore formation
by selective swelling of ISV terpolymer films is originated from
the softening effect of the rubbery PIP phases, which will be
discussed in detail later.
The surface nitrogen content is a helpful measure to estimate

the swelling degree of the ISV membranes due to the migration
of the nitrogen-containing P2VP chains to the surface during
the swelling process.31 As such, we analyzed the surface
compositions of the ISV films before and after ethanol swelling
by XPS. As shown in Figure 2, the surface N/C ratio of the as-

coated film before swelling is 1.74%, lower than that of the bulk
ISV terpolymer which is 2.17% because of the preferential
enrichment of more hydrophobic PS or PIP chains on the film
surface to contact the hydrophobic air side. After the ISV film
was swelling-treated for 1 h, its surface N/C is significantly
increased to 6.68%, implying the pronounced aggregation of
P2VP chains on the film surface in the selective swelling and
the following drying process as N only exists in the P2VP
blocks. The N/C ratio is further increased to 7.96% with a
swelling duration of 5 h, and the film being swelling-treated for
15 h exhibits a surface N/C ratio of 7.59%, which is similar to
that of the film with a swelling duration of 5 h. Therefore, XPS
characterizations confirm the migration of P2VP chains onto
the film surface in the selective-swelling induce pore generation
process, and moreover, the swelling of ISV films reaches
saturation after approximately 5 h at the swelling temperature
of 60 °C, which is in good consistence with aforementioned
SEM observations.
We also measured the water contact angles (WCAs) of the

ISV membranes before and after ethanol swelling to investigate
the change of surface properties induced by the swelling
treatment. As we can see from Figure 3, the WCAs of the ISV
membrane first decrease and then reach a stable status as the
swelling goes on. The WCA value of the ISV membrane before
swelling is ∼89°. After swelling for 10 min, it decreases to ∼79°
due to both the porous structure and the enrichment of the
hydrophilic P2VP phase on the surface. For the membrane
swollen for 1 and 5 h, the WCA decreases to ∼66° and ∼62°,

Figure 1. Surface SEM images of the ISV membranes (a) before
swelling and after swelling in ethanol at 60 °C for (b) 10 min, (c) 1 h,
and (d) 5 h. All images have the same magnification, and the scale bar
corresponding to 200 nm is shown in (d).

Figure 2. XPS wide-scan spectra of the ISV films before swelling (a)
and after swelling in ethanol at 60 °C for (b) 1, (c) 5, and (d) 15 h.
The N/C ratio of each sample is shown along with the corresponding
spectra.
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respectively, as the membrane becomes more rough (Figure 1)
and more P2VP chains migrate to the surface (Figure 2). The
WCA values change little after 5 h, indicating that surface
properties of the ISV membranes have reached a stable status.
These observations confirms that the swelling of ISV films
reaches saturation after approximately 5 h at 60 °C, which is in
good consistence with the previous SEM and XPS character-
izations.
We transferred ISV thin films on copper grids and examined

their morphology with TEM before and after ethanol swelling.
Prior to TEM observations, the samples were separately stained
with I2 and OsO4 to identify the P2VP phases and the P2VP
and PIP phases, respectively. As shown in Figure 4a,d, the ISV
film before ethanol swelling exhibits a dense and nonporous
morphology as already revealed by SEM imaging (Figure 1a).
In contrast, nanometer-sized pores appear in the ISV films
subjected to ethanol swelling for either 1 h (Figure 4b,e) or 5 h
(Figure 4c,f). Figure 4a represents the morphology of the I2-
stained ISV film prior to ethanol swelling. The dark worm-like
cylinders can be identified to the P2VP microdomains as I2
vapor only selectively adsorbs in the P2VP moieties in the ISV
terpolymer. The diameter of the P2VP cylinders can be roughly
determined to be around 20 nm from this TEM image. Worm-
like cylinders are also found in the TEM image of the OsO4-
stained ISV film (Figure 4d) but with a higher number density
compared to Figure 4a. The increasing number of cylinders

should be attributed to PIP microdomains as OsO4 stains both
the PIP and P2VP phases.34,35 Therefore, in the initial ISV film
both PIP and P2VP phases take the cylindrical morphology
randomly distributed throughout the PS matrix. Mogi et al.
investigated the equilibrium morphology of ISV films with
different volume fractions and confirmed the presence of
cylindrical PIP and P2VP microdomains embedded in the PS
matrix in the annealed ISV films with a similar block ratio to the
one used in our work.34,35

After swelling treatment, the porous structure composed of
interconnected cylinders is also apparent under TEM. For the
I2-stained ISV films with a swelling duration for either 1 or 5 h
dark contours along the cylinders are evident (Figure 4b,c),
confirming the preferential aggregation of P2VP chains to the
outmost surface of the cylinders. In contrast, staining with
OsO4 reveals that the cylinders possess a seemingly “core/shell”
structure with the inner core appearing the darkest contrast
(Figure 4e,f). Combing information collected from the I2- and
OsO4-stained samples, we recognize that the cylinders
comprising the ISV porous membranes actually have a PIP
core/PS shell/P2VP corona structure. We notice that a dark
contour along the cylinders corresponding to the P2VP corona
is not clearly visible in the OsO4-stained samples. This is
because OsO4 only has a moderate staining capability to P2VP
phases, and the thinnest thickness of the P2VP corona in the
entire cylinder makes it even difficult to be discerned. From
Figure 4e,f we can roughly estimate that the diameters of the
entire cylinders and the PIP cores are approximately 35 and 13
nm, respectively, which both remain mostly unchanged when
the swelling duration is extended from 1 to 5 h.
The core/shell/corona trilayered structure of the constituent

cylinders of the ISV membranes is further confirmed by a
detailed TEM investigation on individual ISV cylinders or
spheres prepared under stronger solvation conditions. We
treated the ISV terpolymer with acetic acid (AA) at different
temperatures. After immersing in AA at 25 °C for 5 h, the ISV
terpolymer is partly dispersed in the liquid, and it can be
completely dissolved in AA at 110 °C, yielding a stable milky
solution. As shown in Figure 5, branched fibers and isolated
spheres are obtained at the temperature of 25 and 110 °C,
respectively. TEM imaging on the OsO4-stained samples clearly
reveals dark cores corresponding to PIP phases are residing in
both the cylinders and spheres. The core/shell/corona

Figure 3. Static water contact angles of the ISV films before and after
swelling in 60 °C ethanol for different durations.

Figure 4. TEM images of ISV films (a, d) before swelling and after swelling for (b, e) 1 h and (c, f) 5 h. The samples shown in (a−c) and (d−f) are
stained with I2 and OsO4, respectively.
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structure becomes apparent in the stained spheres which exhibit
both a dark core and a dark corona (Figure 5d). The diameters
of both cylinders and spheres are relatively uniform and close to
that of the constituent cylinders of the ISV membranes. The
branched cylinders in Figure 5a prepared in AA at 25 °C are
reminiscent of the ISV membranes composed of intercon-
nected cylinders. They are actually cylindrical and spherical
micelles formed through a mechanism of the heating-enabled
micellization.36,37 AA exhibits a strong protonation effect to the
pyridyl rings in the P2VP block, and ISV can be progressively
dissolved in AA in the form of micelles with the additional
energy input from heating. The dissolution occurs progressively
with the cavitation of P2VP microdomains and the formation of
cylindrical micelles as the transient state and finally reaches the
equilibrated state of spherical micelles. The principle behind the
swelling of ISV terpolymer in ethanol and the dissolution in AA
is identical and is both originated from the preferential affinity
of the selective solvent to the P2VP block, and they proceed at
different rates because of the discrepancy in the affinity of
ethanol and AA toward ISV terpolymer.
With insights into the morphology of the ISV films before

and after ethanol swelling, we can have a better understanding
on the selective swelling-induced pore formation process of the
ISV films with a rubbery PIP block. In the as-coated ISV film,
both PIP and P2VP cylinders are randomly distributed in the
PS matrix. Upon immersion in ethanol, ethanol molecules
penetrate into the film and are selectively enriched in the P2VP
cylinders as ethanol has a strong affinity toward P2VP but very
low affinity toward both PS and PIP phases. The difference in
the affinity of ethanol toward the constituent three blocks can
be easily understood by comparing their solubility parameters
(δP2VP = 20.6 (J/cm3)0.5, δPS = 18.6 (J/cm3)0.5, and δPIP = 16.5
(J/cm3)0.5) with that of ethanol (δethanol = 25.9 (J/cm3)0.5).38

With the continuous uptake of ethanol the P2VP chains keep
swelling and the osmotic pressure inside the P2VP is
accumulated on one hand, and the mobility of the PS chains
constituting the film matrix is also greatly enhanced in the
exposure to ethanol at the temperature of 60 °C on the other
hand. The PS matrix is therefore able to have plastic
deformation with the plasticization effect of hot ethanol,
allowing the volume expansion of the P2VP cylinders. Upon
drying in air the spaces originally occupied by the expanding
P2VP cylinders are fixed as the PS matrix accommodating these

spaces is frozen with the loss of ethanol and the temperature
lowering down to room temperature. Simultaneously, the P2VP
chains shrink and collapse, producing pores in these spaces with
the collapsed P2VP chains lined on the pore wall. Under
stronger swelling conditions the P2VP cylinders swell to a
greater extent, and consequently adjacent P2VP cylinders may
be connected and coalesced to form a continuous swelling
P2VP phase throughout the PS matrix, leading to a
correspondingly interconnected porosity in the subsequent
drying process. The presence of rubbery PIP cylinders in the
rigid PS matrix somewhat “softens” the PS matrix, lowering
down the elastic modulus of the PS matrix. Such a softening
effect of rubbery moieties incorporated into the main chains has
long been used in the impact-resistant high impact PS (HIPS).
The expanding P2VP domains experience less resistance in the
swelling process in ISV films with rubbery PIP moieties than
block copolymer films which have only rigid components. As a
result, such terpolymer films containing a rubbery block are
expected to be cavitated under moderate swelling conditions.
We ex situ monitored the change in the film thickness with

swelling durations by ellipsometry. As shown in Figure 6a, the

ISV film experiences a rapid increase in thickness upon swelling
treatment in the initial 5 h and then continues a very slight
increase with further prolongation of the swelling durations.
The thickness of the ISV film is ∼253 nm before the swelling
treatment and significantly increases to ∼380 and ∼514 nm
after swelling for 1 and 5 h, respectively, and then slowly
reaches ∼525 and ∼538 nm after a swelling duration of 15 and

Figure 5. (a, b) SEM and (c, d) TEM images of the ISV micelles
prepared from AA for 5 h at (a, c) 25 °C and (b, d) 110 °C. (a) and
(b) have the same magnification, and the scale bar is shown in (b).
The samples for TEM imaging are stained with OsO4, and both the
PIP and P2VP phases appear dark.

Figure 6. (a) Thicknesses measured by ellipsometry of the ISV and SV
membranes before and after swelling in ethanol at 60 °C for different
durations. (b) Porosities of the ISV membranes obtained by
considering the change of thicknesses.
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24 h, respectively. The increase in the film thickness is due to
the formation of pores in the swelling treatment. The ISV films
are supported on silicon substrates when subjected to ethanol
swelling, and their dimensions cannot be changed along the
substrate surface (the x and y directions) because of the
confinement effect of the substrate. Alternatively, the films are
forced to expand their volume in the direction perpendicular to
the substrate surface (the z direction) as a response to the
swelling effect induced by the uptake of ethanol. Consequently,
the film thickness continues rising with ethanol swelling. As ISV
films experience one-dimensional swelling in which only the
film thickness changes, we can easily obtain the porosity of ISV
membranes prepared at different swelling durations by
comparing their thickness with the initial thickness prior to
swelling treatment. Apparently, higher film thicknesses indicate
larger porosities, and similarly, the porosity also increases with
the swelling durations. For instance, swelling for 1 and 5 h leads
to a porosity of 33.4 and 51.4%, respectively, and a porosity as
high as 53.0% can be obtained with a swelling duration of 24 h
(Figure 6b). In comparison, the increase in thickness and
porosity of the SV diblock copolymer film with swelling
durations is less pronounced as swelling for 5 h leads to the
thickness increase from initial 233 to 349 nm and a
corresponding porosity of 33.2%. Therefore, under identical
swelling conditions ISV terpolymers obtain higher porosities
than SV copolymers. This can be understood by the softening
effect of the rubbery PIP microdomains in the PS matrix as we
discussed earlier. Higher porosities which lead to larger
permeability are advantageous and highly demanded for
separation membranes.
We then fabricated composite membranes with the swelling-

induced nanoporous ISV films as the selective layer supported
on macroporous PVDF substrates. The composite membranes
were prepared by spreading dilute ISV terpolymer solutions on
water-filled PVDF substrates followed by drying and ethanol
swelling for different durations.31 No water permeated through
the composite membrane at a pressure of 0.05 MPa prior to
swelling treatment, confirming a dense and defect-free nature of
the coated ISV film before swelling. As evidenced by SEM
observations, the ISV top layer obtained a highly porous
morphology with interconnected nanopores distributed
throughout the entire ISV layer after ethanol swelling, which
is similar to that of the ISV film coated on silicon substrate.
Figure 7 gives the typical surface and cross-sectional
morphology of a composite membrane which is prepared by
swelling in ethanol at 60 °C for 5 h. The cross-sectional SEM
image reveals that the nanoporous ISV layer is tightly adhered
to the underneath macroporous PVDF substrate (Figure 7b).
Compared to Figure 1d, the ISV layer supported on the PVDF
substrate is in a less porous morphology as a result of the

thermal treatment at 150 °C for 20 min in the preparation of
the composite membrane. The thickness of the porous ISV
layer in this specific case is ∼2 μm, and it can be easily tuned by
changing the dosages and concentrations of the ISV terpolymer
solutions as well as the swelling conditions including temper-
atures and durations as we discussed earlier for the ISV films
deposited on silicon substrates.
We tested the permeability and retention performances of

the ISV composite membranes prepared with different swelling
durations, and the results are illustrated in Figure 8a. The

performances of the composite membranes with SV diblock
copolymer composed of the selective layers are also included as
a comparison. The ISV membrane shows a flux of ∼422 L/(m2

h bar) after swelling for 10 min. After swelling treatment for 1
and 5 h, the fluxes remarkably increase to 1208 and 2197 L/(m2

h bar), respectively. The increase of water fluxes with the
lengthening of the swelling duration is due to the continuous
enlargement of the average pore diameter of the membranes.
However, for swelling durations longer than 5 h, the increase of
water fluxes with swelling durations turns to be much
smoother. For example, the flux only slightly increases to
2300 L/(m2 h bar) at a prolonged swelling duration of 24 h.
Such a trend in permeability with swelling durations excellently
coincides with our SEM observations on the morphology and
XPS and wettability characterizations on the surface property of
the ISV films subjected to ethanol swelling. Correspondingly,
the retention of the composite membranes to monodispersed
PEG molecules with a molecular weight of 150 kDa exhibits an
exactly reversed trend with swelling durations to that of their
permeability, that is, a sharp decrease in retention from 90% at

Figure 7. SEM images of the (a) surface and (b) cross section of the
ISV composite membrane after swelling in ethanol at 60 °C for 5 h.

Figure 8. (a) Water fluxes and rejection to PEG with a molecular
weight of 150 kDa of the ISV and SV composite membranes swelling
for different durations. (b) MWCO curves of the ISV composite
membranes swelling for different durations.
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10 min to 38% at 5 h and then a slow decrease to 25% at the
swelling duration of 24 h. The change of retention with swelling
durations can also be easily understood as a result of the change
of the pore sizes of the ISV selective layer with the swelling
durations. We note that the PVDF support shows a pure water
flux of ∼8050 L/(m2 h bar) as a microfiltration membrane and
gives neglectable rejection (<5%) to 150 kDa PEG. As we can
also see from Figure 8a, the ISV membranes display much
higher fluxes than SV copolymer membranes prepared under
identical swelling conditions. For instance, the water flux of the
SV membranes prepared at a swelling duration of 5 and 24 h is
∼598 and ∼1203 L/(m2 h bar), which are less than one-third
or one-half of the flux of their ISV counterparts. Interestingly,
in addition to lower water flux, the rejections of the SV
copolymer membranes prepared at longer swelling durations,
for instance, 15 and 24 h, are also lower than that of the ISV
terpolymer membranes although they exhibit higher rejection
when prepared at shorter swelling durations (<5 h). The
simultaneous improvement in permeability and selectivity of
the ISV terpolymer membranes should be attributed to their
larger porosities and more uniform pore geometry evidenced by
the SEM imaging than that of the SV copolymer membranes. In
addition, we note that the performances of the composite
membranes could also be tuned by adjusting the dosages of the
terpolymer solutions spread on the PVDF substrates which
dictate the final thicknesses of the ISV selective layers (Figure
S3).
The MWCOs of the ISV membranes were analyzed using a

mixed feed of dextrans to study the selective sieving properties.
As shown in Figure 8b, the ISV composite membrane with a
swelling duration of 10 min shows sharp rejections to dextrans
with relatively high molecular weights, indicating its good size-
selective performances, and the MWCO is determined to be
approximately 84 kDa. For the ISV membrane swelling for 1 h,
the MWCO is increased to approximately 277 kDa as a result
of increased pore sizes. The MWCO of the membrane with a
swelling duration of 10 min seems to be lower than expected if
we consider that it exhibits a rejection of 90% to 150 kDa PEG.
This should be ascribed to the different molecular composi-
tions, architectures, and conformations in the testing solutions
of PEG and dextrans.
The elastic deformation of membranes under load is an

important indicator to estimate their mechanical properties.39

We utilized nanoscratch measurements to analyze the elasticity
recovery of the porous BCP layer on silicon wafers. This depth-
sensing scratch technique reveals the mechanical properties of
membranes with submicron resolution by indentation position-
ing and mapping.40 The elasticity recovery of the membrane
can be determined via the difference value of the indenter
penetration depth under load and the residual scratch depth
after load.39,41 Figure 9a gives the nanoscratch analysis of the
ISV membrane prepared by swelling treatment for 1 h. With
the load rising from 0.5 to 50 mN and the scratch distance
extending, the indenter penetration to the ISV membrane
increases gradually (the green solid line). When the load is
removed, the membrane tends to recover to its initial shape due
to its elasticity. However, residual scratch deformation still
exists for the plasticity of the polymer. We captured the residual
scratch depth at a tiny load of 0.5 mN (the green dashed line).
The gap between the two penetration lines at load and after
load is used to estimate the elasticity recovery of the ISV
membrane, and the results are shown in Figure 9b. The
nanoscratch performance of the SV membrane swelling for 1 h

was also tested as a contrast (Figure 9, black lines). The SV
membrane exhibits an indenter penetration slightly higher than
that of the ISV membrane, implying its lower hardness.
Moreover, it is obvious that the ISV membrane with an ∼20%
promotion of elasticity recovery percentage has better elastic
recovery properties than the SV membrane. The nanoscratch
data confirm the enhanced mechanical properties of the
triblock terpolymer membranes due to the presence of rubbery
PIP block, and enhanced mechanical properties will apparently
benefit the applications of the membranes.
The water fluxes of the ISV composite membrane swelling

for 1 h under different pressure drops were also tested, and the
results are shown in Figure 10a. The fluxes are in a linear
relationship with the pressure drops, agreeing with the Navier−
Stokes equations.42 Here we note that neither significant drop
nor sudden rise of the fluxes is observed with increasing
pressure up to 2.5 bar, indicating a good resistance to
compaction and fracture of the ISV membrane.
The water fluxes above were tested at a pH value of ∼6.0.

However, if we change the water pH, the permeability of the
ISV membrane will change. Figure 10b shows the water fluxes
of ISV membrane swelling for 5 h as a function of pH. No
water penetrates through the membrane at 0.02 MPa when pH
is below 2, and the pores are considered to be closed. As pH
increases, the corresponding flux increases gradually. A
particularly sharp change of flux is measured between pH 4
and 7. When we change the pH from a higher value back to
lower one, the flux can basically recover to the original value.
Moreover, it should be noted that preimmersion is not needed
in the tests and the flux changes almost as soon as the pH
changes, indicating the high sensitivity of the pH-dependent
fluxes. The fact that water fluxes of the ISV membrane change
sensitively and reversibly with varied pH can be attributed to

Figure 9. (a) Nanoscratch penetration and (b) the thus-calculated
elasticity recovery percentage of the ISV and SV membrane after
swelling for 1 h.
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the presence of the weak polyelectrolyte-natured P2VP phase.
As we discussed above, the porous ISV membrane is composed
of interconnected cylinders with a core/shell/corona trilayered
structure where P2VP constitutes the corona. This structure
can guarantee full contact of P2VP chains and water as well as
that changes of the P2VP chains can affect the structure of the
whole membrane. The pyridyl groups in P2VP tend to be
protonated at low pH, and the P2VP chains stretch to minimize
charge repulsion, leading to movements of the cylinders and
transforming the pores into a pH-sensitive gate. As introduction
of charges into blocks has been demonstrated to noticeably
influence the morphology of BCPs,43,44 we should also consider
the possibility of the change of the overall morphology of the
membrane with the variation of pH. We found that the
membrane alternatively exposed to water with pH = 2 and pH
= 6 maintained a highly porous morphology composed of
interconnected cylinders. In addition, the thickness of the
membrane was kept almost unchanged (<5%). Therefore, we
conclude that this conformation change driven by charge
repulsion only happens to the P2VP chains in the coronae, and
the infrastructure of the porous membrane remains intact. This
is because the PS block having a relatively high molecular
weight (70 kg/mol) and being the majority component with a
volume fraction of ∼70% in this terpolymer holds the overall
infrastructure of the membrane as PS with a glass transition
temperature of ∼100 °C45 is in the glassy state at room
temperature in water. Reversibility of the water fluxes versus pH
is determined by the reversibility of the protonation. The
cyclability of the ISV membrane is also confirmed at a large
number of cycles. This stimuli (pH)-responsive membrane can

be used as a smart gate controlled by pH without any
modification.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The selective swelling of triblock terpolymer, PIP-b-PS-b-P2VP,
with a rubbery PIP block is studied for the first time. Upon
immersion in ethanol, which is the selective solvent of P2VP,
the terpolymer films undergo an evolution of morphology and
surface chemistry with the selective swelling effect of ethanol to
the P2VP phases. Nanoporous networks defined by three-
dimensionally interconnected cylindrical micelles with P2VP
corona/PS shell/PIP core are obtained after withdrawal of the
terpolymer films from the ethanol bath followed by air-drying.
Electron microscopy and surface analysis reveal the pro-
gressively enlarged pores and migration of P2VP chains onto
the surface with extending swelling durations. Simultaneously,
the thickness and porosity of the terpolymer network are also
growing as demonstrated by ellipsometry. By treating the
terpolymer films in acetic acid, we enhance their swelling
degree and obtain both cylindrical and spherical micelles as
demonstrated by a detailed staining transmission electron
microscopy investigation, confirming that the nanoporous
membranes are the frozen intermediates of the terpolymer
films with the interactions with P2VP-selective solvents.
Compared to PS-b-P2VP diblock copolymer without a rubbery
third block, the terpolymer films exhibit an evidently
accelerated swelling process because of the softening effect of
the PIP phases to the PS matrix. We directly coat dilute ISV
solutions on water-filled PVDF macroporous substrates
followed by heating to evaporate both the solvent and water
and a subsequent ethanol treatment to induce the pore
formation on the terpolymer toplayers, leading to composite
membranes with the nanoporous terpolymer films as the
selective layer deposited on the macroporous substrates. The
separation properties can be flexibly tuned by changing the
swelling durations or the thickness of the terpolymer selective
layer. Importantly, in additional to an enhanced mechanical
robustness, the terpolymer membranes exhibit 2- or 3-fold
higher permeability than that made from the PS-b-P2VP
diblock copolymer. Moreover, the terpolymer membranes
present a rapid pH-responsive functionality as well as enhanced
surface hydrophilicity due to the migration of P2VP chains on
the pore surfaces.
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